Using simulation research method, this research considers how information asymmetry and embeddedness influence organizational learning performance. The results indicate that, low embeddedness facilitate exploration learning while high embeddedness facilitate exploitation learning in information symmetry network. On the contrary, information asymmetry inhibit exploration learning, further more, the inhibit effect is stronger in embeddedness network than in random network. We discuss the implications and future research direction in the end.
Introduction
In intensifying competition business environment, learning and adaptation are the major source of competitive advantage [1] [2] . In the process of the organizational learning, although the information technology such as data warehouse and knowledge management provide rich source for organizational learning, interpersonal learning among remains the main channel for people to acquire knowledge [3] [4] . In the different types of learning networks, mutual understanding and information symmetry among learners is in different level, and interpersonal relationships embedded in different levels.
It has been shown that information asymmetry and network embeddedness can affect learning process and overall network learning performance. However, the relation between information asymmetry, network embeddedness and organizational learning performance has received little attention. This study advances research on how these two factors affect organizational learning processes. We present an agent-based simulation model that incorporates different information symmetry level and network embeddedness guiding interpersonal learning and evaluate their effects on organizational learning.
This article is organized as follows: Section 2 the hypotheses of this study is given; and then construct and implementation the simulation model; then discussed the simulation results, described the influence of different structures on the learning performance. Finally, we discuss the implications of our findings for management and future research.
Hypothesis
In the case of information symmetric situation, network learners understand other members' knowledge level. Embedded network is conducive to knowledge and information transfer, enhance trust and improve the effectiveness of a relationship, which is positive to knowledge learning performance. On the other hand, due to the role of friend networks, network members tend to preserve their ex-isting knowledge flow channels and reduce the establishment of new learning relationship outside of the acquisition. During this process, learning in this closed network serves to eliminate differences between the individuals. Consequently, the knowledge of individuals converges over time. As individuals in the network become more knowledgeable, their knowledge also becomes more homogeneous. Equilibrium is reached at which all network member share the same knowledge with respect to closed learning network and effective knowledge transfer within it.
In contrast, in low embedding learning networks, learner explores learning objects in random mode, this randomness reduces the probability of successful learning, and it reduces efficiency of the internal network knowledge transfer. Furthermore, the relationship embeddedness level between learning objects is lower than high embedded networks which will low efficiency of knowledge learning. Thus, the friend relationship can transfer knowledge quicker than the random network. On the other hand, random selected learning objects can keep knowledge heterogeneity for longer time, and the change of whole network knowledge is slower than high embedded network, which make learning in network in an exploration approach. Based on this, we assume:
Hypothesis 1: In the symmetric information networks, high-embedded network is more beneficial in exploitation learning than random network, while random networks conducive to exploration learning.
In information asymmetric network, the network members are difficult to understand the specific knowledge of others, which make heuristic information such as accessibility and social influence become the main information for learner to select learning object. While this heuristic information may have some inconsistencies with true knowledge of network member, the selected learning objects with high social influence may not have higher knowledge level than learner. Then the learning relationship may not have an effective knowledge transfer, in this situation, heuristic information reduces learning efficiency.
On the other hand, in the case of learning failure, the learners will gradually forget the existing useless learning relationship and try to build new learning relation [5, 6] , during this process, learners tend to maintain social relations with high influence personnel, and interrupt their learning relationship with inferior social influence and low accessibility node. In addition, during the process of establishing new learning relationships, learners are still to find a new learning object according to heuristic information in learning network under information asymmetry situation.
In this process, there may be a lot of learning relationship which exist stable in these learning networks, not realize knowledge transfer and inhibit the formation of the new network connection. In the same time, as the learning relationships establishment rely on heuristic information, network members which have high knowledge level and low social influence can hardly be recognized by others, which reducing the opportunity for sharing knowledge, and become a high social influence person in learning network.
The interactive affect of these two factors make the learning network showed a low learning speed, and preserving a high level of knowledge heterogeneity. Based on this, we assume:
Hypothesis 2: the asymmetry of information negative affects short-and longterm learning performance.
In addition, in the knowledge information asymmetry learning networks, high-embedded network enables learners finding high social influence learning objects, building high social impact learning network, reducing the influence from other low social influence network members. As above discussed, high social impact does not necessarily mean high knowledge level, which make embedded network increase the risk of learning failure. In the same time, in random learning networks, the speed which learners search for high-impact learners is lower than that friend's network, which increases the possibility of learning from other low social impact and high knowledge network members, and improves the overall network learning performance. Based on this, we assume:
Hypothesis 3: the negative affect of information asymmetry on knowledge learning performance is higher in embeddedness network than in random network.
METHODOLOGY
We conduct this research using simulation. Simulation is a particularly effective method for research where the basic outline of the theory is understood, but its underlying theoretical logic is limited. While research phenomenon is non-linear and empirical data are challenging to obtain [7] [8] .
For organizational learning, March [9] built a simulation model to explore the learning speed, mobility and the external environment changes on the level of organizational knowledge, followed by Miller and other extensions of the simulation model (such as [10] [11] [12] ). Thus, the paper builds interpersonal learning simulation model in the network base on this simulation model. We regard an organization as a complex adaptive system, where individuals interact with other individuals. In particular, we view individuals as carriers of ideas and knowledge, and organizational learning as a property that emerges from interactions among individuals in the organization.
The simulated organization's goal is to maintain the best possible representation of an exogenous environment. Our model has six main entities.
(1). External Reality. We describe reality as having m dimensions, each of which has a value of 1 or -1. The probability that any one dimension will have a value of 1 (or -1) is 0.5.
(2). Individual knowledge. There are n individuals in an organization. Each individual holds beliefs about the environment in an m-element vector at each time step. A value of 0 reflects the absence of a belief about a particular dimension of the organization environment.
In the simulation, individual knowledge is defined as the extent to which a belief structure matches the exogenous real world. An individual's knowledge is calculated as: 
The average level of individual knowledge is given by This measure is bounded at +1 and -1. The upper bound, 1, indicates complete correspondence between all individuals' belief structures and the environment.
(3). Knowledge update method. During the simulation, the knowledge update method is calculated as Bi.t=Bi.t-1*(1-p)+SuperKN*p Where: Bi.t-1 is i individual's knowledge vector in t-1cycle; Bi.t is individual's knowledge vector in t cycle, SuperKN is high knowledge vector; p is learning speed.
(
4). Learning decision-making process
In the knowledge learning process, learners make decision of whether to establish new learning relationships based on last cycle learning situation.
If learner gets new knowledge from learning object successful in last cycle, he will maintain existing learning networks, and does not change the network structure. On the contrary, if learner do not learn what he want in the last cycle, he will expand the scope of its learning network, and try to establish a new relationship, in the same time, in order to avoid overload of maintain learning relationship, the learner will delete an existing useless learning connections.
When establishing new learning relationship, learner will use different select strategy in different situation according to different information symmetry and network embeddedness. Firstly, learner in a random network will selects learning candidate randomly, and will select the most closely connection person from the existing connection in the friend connect network. Secondly, in information asymmetry situation, the learner will select the learning candidate base on the accessibility [13] , and select learning candidate by their true knowledge level in symmetry situation. Figure 1 shows network changing process discussed above. (5). Relationship dynamics Relationship Enhancement: during learning process, the interaction between network members will affect relationship strength. In successful learning situation, the relationship between the nodes can become stronger in both sides, and enhance satisfaction and improve mutual learning possibilities between them in the future.
Relation decay: In the individual learning process, each person maintains a certain number of active connections, and he will reduce or forgotten useless learning relations, we express relationship dynamics in following way: Figure 2 shows that different levels of information symmetry and embeddedness may affect the level of organizational learning processes and performance significantly.
Results
In the initial stage of simulation, the speed of knowledge improving and speed of knowledge variance reduction are most fast in information symmetry and embeddedness network, and the learning processing is in exploitation learning style. In contrast, the knowledge enhances speed and knowledge variance reduction speed is slower in information symmetry and random search networks. We also can seen from figure 2 that in information symmetric situation, the variance level of network knowledge will eventually reduced to very low level within the network members and reach high level of homogeneity. This shows that in information symmetric case, embeddedness network more positive affect exploitation learning than random search network.
On the other hand, in information asymmetric case, the knowledge improving speed slower than information symmetric situation significantly, the network will achieve stable and low level network knowledge. By analyzing the differences of these two situation, we can see that knowledge variance maintain at a high level within the information asymmetric network, so that members of the network is at a learning standstill states, the network did not achieve adequate learning, information asymmetry hindered effective communication between the different levels of knowledge network member.
In addition, the simulation results also show that under information asymmetric situation, different levels of network embeddedness also affect knowledge learning performance, comparing knowledge level in random networks and embeddedness network, we can see knowledge level is higher in information asymmetry network, this means that the affect of ad-verse selection is lower in learning network. At this point, the existing relations in network are in the role of disservice. 
Discussion
This study constructed a dynamic simulation model to explore the effect of information asymmetric and network embeddedness on the organizational learning performance. The results confirmed that information asymmetry and network embeddedness affect organizational learning performance, low embeddedness facilitate exploration learning while high embeddedness facilitate exploitation learning in information symmetry network. On the contrary, information asymmetry inhibit exploration learning, further more, the inhibit effect is stronger in embeddedness network than in random network. Based on this study, the conclusion of this article can be verified by longitudinal empirical study in the future.
